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Having recently received series A

funding, Adverity wanted to expand

their team in London. 

 

In the space of 13 weeks, Sphere

successfully secured them their VP

Marketing plus 3 additional heads

the new VP Marketing’s B2B, Digital

Marketing and Comms

teams. Sphere also placed one of

their key Sales Directors and

consequently 4 key Salespeople

into that team.

 

In total, Sphere worked alongside

Adverity’s Board of Directors to

secure 12 hires in 13 weeks with a

conversion ratio of 2.5 interviews to

a hire.

If you are a scale-up and you are

looking to build a team in sales,

customer success, product,

data and marketing Sphere are

uniquely placed to work with you as

you build these teams in one or

multiple regions.    

 

Learn about how Sphere works with

scale-up’s to build their teams here

we can source niche 

candidates at scale and 

across multiple locations

Why use Team Builds?

TEAM BUILDS

CASE STUDY

https://www.spheredigitalrecruitment.com/sphere-executive-search/executive-search-functions


If you need to bolster your internal

recruitment function and plug into

Sphere’s extensive candidate

network and market expertise, then

Sphere’s team are experienced in

working onsite, in your business.  

 

With a 30 day rolling contract and

unlimited hires it’s a brilliant way to

supercharge your internal talent

function.

 

Learn about how Sphere onsite

work here

"Sphere's whole business model is

set up to move in an agile fashion

and reflect the landscaped of fast-

paced media and tech

environments. Sphere are able to

"tap into" passive candidate

communities in a way that our other

partners can't.

 

"I see Sphere as a game-changer in

this space and I'm glad we get to

play the game together."

i t 's  a great way of control l ing

your costs

Why On Site?

ON SITE

WHAT OUR
CUSTOMERS

SAY ABOUT US 

https://www.spheredigitalrecruitment.com/sphere-executive-search/executive-search-functions


Screen all CV’s submitted to

your business – meaning you do

not have to spend time sifting

through CV’s and conduct

screening calls

Thoroughly interview all

candidates vs agreed criteria

and share video interviews with

you; providing you with a

shortlist of 3-5 brilliant and

screened candidates

 

 

Effectively Sphere will

complete a first stage

interview for each candidate -

saving you hours and hours

of time screening and

conducting first round

interviews

Enables your team to only

interview pre-screened and

briefed candidates, reducing

interview time to hire for each

role significantly

 

Whilst you are receiving more

applications and with less time

to go through them, Sphere are

offering a CV screening and

shortlisting service

to our customers.

"After a few years of

collaboration with Sphere Digital,

I am happy to say that they are

one of the few agencies that

dedicate real attention to both

the client's and candidate's

needs, trying to identify the best

possible match between

professional requirements as

well as aspirations."

CV SCREENING

OUR CUSTOMERS

SPHERE'S TEAM CAN:


